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has some level of respect for you, enough to
say, ‘I’m willing to try this product.’”
But the start of the pandemic led to a
few “really awful months,” Johnson said.
“This is a new sector. There were no rules,
no models for what to do.”
The pause didn’t last long. Esports actually flourished during the pandemic as so
many people stayed home. New York-based
CTRL continued to gather influencers and
partners who promoted the product on
their channels and social media. (CTRL
only had to spend $4,800 on digital ads in
2020, Johnson said.)
By June 2020, CTRL attracted a
game-changing investment from FaZe
Clan, a prominent esports organization
with 45 pro players, 368 million fans and
major marketing clout.
Then, this spring, CTRL got into 750 Vitamin Shoppe stores in the U.S.
“That shows you the mainstream is
starting to see how hot the gaming esports
space can be,” Johnson said. “Obviously,
there’s something to this.”
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“This is a new sector. There were no
rules, no models for what to do.’”
– Skyler Johnson, CTRL

CTRL is now closing its first Series A
fundraising round. Interested investors are
not only coming from within the esport community but also from the hunting, fishing,
rock climbing and auto racing communities.
Johnson said it’s been a wild ride, which
included partnering with music executive/
influencer Rick Ross and testing new shake
flavors with him at his Miami mansion a
few weeks ago.
“It’s just crazy. The whole thing is crazy,”
Johnson said.
His tips for other startups? Genuinely
be part of the gaming community, which
seems massive but is small at its core. And
lean into your influencers.
“If you have an influencer who stands

by your company strongly, and every time
they turn on their stream they have 40,000
viewers, that is a big deal. If those viewers
care enough to watch him play, they also
might care about his nutrition and what he
says about using your product.”

MADMONQ: Making
gamer health “sexy”

Founded in 2017, MADMONQ is a
bootstrap startup out of the Czech Republic that did €1 million in sales last year and
shows no signs of slowing down.
MADMONQ makes a chewable tablet
“designed to help you kick ass while improving your body in the process” by packing in caffeine, tea extracts, non-essential
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amino acids, adaptogenic herbs and other
nutrients.
This April, the brand announced it
raised €500,000 seed financing from investors, including a professional poker player
in addition to eport pros. The next step is a
Series A round and expanding to the U.S.
Founder Michal Noga said he came
from big pharma and was a big gamer.
“I spent over 10,000 hours playing
‘Warcraft,’ ‘Dota,’ ‘Counter-Strike…’”
Noga said, speaking from Prague. “But on
the other side, I was always interested in
health and performance. Well, these two
worlds never really went well together.
With gaming, there’s lack of exercise, disruption of sleep, metabolic issues, suboptimal diet.”
He remembers the moment he decided to get into gaming supplements: a top
“Counter-Strike” player publicly admitted
his team used Adderall to boost their per-
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“I was always interested in health and
performance. Well, these two worlds never
really went well together. With gaming,
there’s lack of exercise, disruption of sleep,
metabolic issues, suboptimal diet.”
– Michal Noga, MADMONQ

formance during a 2015 tournament.
“It clicked for me then,” Noga said. “I
knew that even though the stakes are really high—the prize money is crazy, millions
and millions of dollars—players’ health
shouldn’t take a backseat.”
Noga started with personal savings, a little family support, and handing out MAD-

Not just a game. A global cultural movement.
» Nearly half of the online gaming audience is 25-44 years old.
(GlobalWebIndex)
» The average online video gamer plays about eight hours and 27 minutes
each week, 14% more than last year. (Limelight Networks).
» The pandemic grew the popularity of gaming: in March 2020, when people began
self-isolating, Verizon reported a 75% increase in video game internet traffic.
» Esports viewership is exploding. Last year’s biggest live event was The League
of Legends World Championship, which streamed on YouTube and Twitch.
Fans watched 139.8 million hours of play, and a record-shattering 3.8 million
viewers tuned in at the peak (Esports Charts). For perspective, the 2020
Major League Baseball opening day games drew a record average 4 million
viewers on ESPN.
» You can buy gaming supplements on Amazon, in brick-in-mortar and
direct-to-consumer. On Amazon, the category saw 122% growth year over
year. (ClearCut Analytics.)
» Gamma Labs, the producer of G Fuel natural energy drink, is the dominant player The dominant player is Gamma Labs, which produces G Fuel
natural energy drink. It scored $6.3 million in annual revenue on Amazon
alone last fiscal year. The only other brands with over $100,000 in yearly
revenue on Amazon were The Genius Brand, which makes Genius Gamer
nootropic capsules, and Ghost Gamer, which makes nootropic drink powder. (ClearCut Analytics.)
» The International Olympic Committee is organizing a slate of esports
events for this year’s Summer Games in Tokyo. The Olympic Virtual Series
includes sailing, cycling, rowing, motorsport and baseball.
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MONQ samples outside tournaments.
Fast forward to today, when the brand is
so popular that local fans are tattooing the
MADMONQ logo on their bodies. “And
they aren’t even employees,” Noga laughed.
Noga’s advice to other startups? Brands
must understand gamers: “Gamers have
absolutely no mercy if you do something
that they don’t like. But they also can be
very loyal.”
Also, “Health in gaming doesn’t sell.
You have to make it sexy,” he said.
By “sexy,” he means creative and timely.
Last summer, for example, MADMONQ
launched a mental health awareness campaign. Gamers were invited to live-stream
about their struggles. One player spoke
about being born with only one arm, and
15,000 people watched it on Twitch.
There also was the streamer CzechCloud, who was going through a rough
patch that included a premature bald spot.
In response, MADMONQ launched
Operation Baldpoint, a tongue-in-cheek
streaming event in their offices with a
barber, razor and soon-to-be-fully-bald
CzechCloud. Almost 10,000 people
watched on Twitch as CzechCloud embraced his handsome cleanshaven head.

Play Beyond Nutrition: Game
on, straight out of university

Newly graduated Leeds University students Euan O’Reilly and Jack Boreham
made headlines this year when they founded the nootropic supplements brand, Play
Beyond Nutrition.
In January 2021, the young Brits
launched Ult-Edge, a capsule that includes
Zynamite branded mango leaf extract to
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help with focus, reaction times, brain and
muscle oxygenation. They followed it with
Disconnect, a capsule that includes magnesium citrate and lemon balm for postgame recovery.
Besides being avid gamers themselves,
O’Reilly and Boreham had studied computer science and economics and understood
the esports market’s potential. Their passion
was made possible when a friend introduced
them to two investors with 20 years of experience in nutrition and supplements.
O’Reilly said the investors weren’t hard
to convince. “They had seen how sports nutrition evolved from a very niche industry
for bodybuilders to a mainstream market
for all athletes,” O’Reilly explained. “They
see how this is changing quickly [in esports], too.”
It’s early in the game for Play Beyond
Nutrition, which continues to court investors. They’re also focused on their gaming
community connections. They sponsored
their second League of Legends tourna-

ment (Lockdown Cup 2.0) in June with 32
teams and a £750 cash prize pool.
O’Reilly’s advice for other startups?
“Find the right partners. Nektium, which
provided Zynamite for Ult-Edge, has given
us significant support and insight,” he said
about the established pharma company.

The Investor: It’s not for
the faint of heart

Jim Tonkin, president of Healthy Brand
Builders, has coached more than 2,000
food and beverage entrepreneurs over the
years. But this year, he invested in his first
gamer-focused brand: NutriGMR.
NutriGMR is an energy drink mix
co-founded by sports technology entrepreneur Josh Otero. Scheduled to launch this
summer, it features Zembrin (branded kanna extract) and PurCaf (branded organic
caffeine powder from green coffee beans)
for cognitive focus, improved reaction time
and decision-making under stress.
Why did Tonkin invest?

“As the professionalism around esports grows, the health of gamers will become more front and center,” he predicts.
“There will be a major eruption of brands
that are very focused on brain health,
alertness, focus, and cardiovascular health
as it affects a person’s ability to stay calm
during play.”
Tonkin’s advice to others considering
investing in gaming supplements? Find a
successful startup with these three things: a
relevant product with good science behind
it, impressive capitalization, and a strong
management team that understands marketing. Most gamer supplements are sold
direct-to-consumer, so online campaign
experience is a must.
“This business is not for the faint of
heart,” Tonkin said. “The failure rate for
startups is over 90%.”
Still, he added, the moment is now.
“Gamers are becoming fine-tuned instruments. They need access to fine-tuned ingredients.”
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Source: LimeLight Networks State of Online Gaming 2020 survey of 4,500 consumers in France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan,
Singapore, South Korea, the U.K., and the U.S., age 18 and older who play video games at least once a week
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